One dimension
By Luqman Reza

"Here they lie
While the whole world wails and cries
Mourning their tragic deaths
Vowing to take revenge

Weeks go by
Their names now branded in history
As the victims of burning and basic fury
Of one dimensional savagery
Not possibly The victims of insanity political
reactionaries people sick of the freedom of
speech hypocrisy the antagonizing of their
faith the forced silence that lay in the wake of
outright oppression and genocide of their
fellow people far and wide
They're Muslims, they seek nothing but pain
They couldn't possibly have thought anything, yet they couldn't be insane
It's who they are, it's what they do
No matter what proof you bring I refuse to listen to you."
In other news this week:

175 contract Ebola
The world doesn't even stop to stare
45 lose their lives to Al-Qaeda
God knows where
2,000 killed in Nigeria
But no one seems to care
7.6 million still displaced in Syria
No aid given to relieve their despair
Tens of thousands too in Gaza
But all the world chooses to do
Is turn a blind eye and leave chaos to ensue